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Piper staff chosen
By JULIE KUNKEMOELLER
News Reporter

I

l:n

From
to right, Jennifer Fehrman, Llzanne Gundru·m, Terri Peterson, and Kathy Mccann wlll be the first women to llve
In Pied Piper.

Concert hits highs and lows
Serious problems plagued last
Friday's SG sponsored concert featuring the band MTEYE. Accusations by XU employees and students placed much of the blame for
the problems on Dave Albers, -then
Concert Committee Chairman and
· . _
organizer of the event.
At the SG meeting on Monday,
former senator Loren Steele and
John.Shea, University Center manager on the night of the concert,
stated many of the problems which
arose. They cited illegal alcoholic
beverages .being permitted in the
Grill, non-XU students smoking
marijuana outside the Grill, belligerent behavior by Albers and the
band in discussions with Shea and
XU Security and a threat by Albers
to sue Shea and the University for.
breach of contract as just a few of
the problems which occurred at the
concert.
According to Albers, the concert,
which was held in the Grill from
9:30 p.m. till l a.m., ran into problems but tlae accusations of Steele
and Shea concerning illegal alcoholic beverages and drugs were unknown to him. Albers said that he
believed many of the problems occurred because too · many people
claimed to have authority to dictate
policies which he was not aware of.
Shea told the News that it was
part of his responsibility as night
manager to oversee any event in the

Shearer responds to rumors
concerning use of Rattermann

University Center. When he went people. When asked about the low
down to the Grill on his routine turnout of XU students, Albers
rounds, he found a crowd of about. stated that part of the problem was
By AMY BLY
SO people of which Shea estimated
that the advertisement for the conNews Reporter
only 10 were XU students. Many of cert was not posted until the day beThe administration is considering
the non-XU students had brought fore the event. "Most of the people Rattermann House, the women's
bottles of 6% alcohol beer into 'the there were groupies who had heard honors residence, as the possible
Grill. She proceeded to contact about the concert from the band or site of an experimental learning
center foi: black students .. Rod
three XU students-to lielp him keep · -a 'friend." ··" --- things under control.
·
Security also reported that there Shearer, dean of student developAlbers was upset that Shea had were several people outside the Uni- ment, stressed- that Rattermann is
taken so much of the affairs of the versity Center smoking marijuana. not the only facility being conconcert into his own powers. Ac- Albers responded that he had no sidered. He stated that if Rattercording to Albers, "Shea went knowledge of this happening. mann is chosen as the suitable facilberserk. He acted as if I was tread- Albers emphasized that "the only ity, the women's honors residence
ing on thin ice. He took over the time I left during the concert was to will be moved to another location.
whole concert." Steele and Shea help the band move items in and
Shearer explained that the learning center would actually be foundstated that Albers was contributing out of the Grill."
to the problem. Steele claimed that
The band performed under a ed by the Chicago Jesuit province.
Albers had 60Jo beer in his posses- minimum charge contract. This "The representative of the province
sion and that he was drinking it type of contract guaranteed the · was here earlier last week to interwhile collecting admission.
band $125 plus lOOJo of the door · view black students about the idea.
Albers responded to the alle- receipts.
gations that he was drinking 60Jo
According to Albers, there was a
beer by saying that "there was no total of $82 in admission charges
truth in that at all. I knew good and and $55 in beer sales. This total of
well that only 3.20Jo beer was al- $137 went directly to the band. SG
Edgecliff's social work departlowed in the Grill."
picked up the tab for one keg of
According to Albers, "If people beer and the cost of one security ment will probably achieve accreditation this'May, according to
brought it in then it was sneaked in. guard.
Most beer was off the. tap."
As far as the remark that Albers Chairman David L. Gerwe. This
Security told Albers about the made to Shea about wanting io sue will mean better opportunities for
large quantities of 6% beer which him for breach of contract, Shea social work majors, as well as
were being brought in, but Albers did not seek the likelihood of him recognition by the social work field.
The department applied for acwas reported by security as saying having any reason to substantiate a
that this was not his problem but . suit of that kind. When the News creditation in 1975, but was turned
security's.
talked to Albers on Monday, he down, Gerwe said, mainly because
The. crowd was estimated by said that he did not plan to puruse EC lacked two full time faculty
members with a master's in social
security to be between 40 and 50 the matter any further.
work from an accredited university.
After Gerwe came to EC in 1977,
he began to work on the requirements stipulated by the National Council on Social Work
Education. The department submit-

A Jesuit would then be assigned
here to set up the facility. But the
final decision now rests in Chicago,
not with the University."
When asked to comment on the
needs of black students at Xavier,
Shearer·-replied, "Statistically, the.
probation rate for black students is
almost twice that of the student
body. The drop-out rate is even
higher. The main difficulty in academic success is trying to become
acclimated to a predominantly
white campus."
Shearer also mentioned that a
new location could benefit future
residents of Rattermann "by bringing the wo.men closer to the campus, a potential safety problem
would also be eliminated."

EC awaits accreditation

ATTENTION CLASS OF 1982

Do you want a national figure to speak at next year's commencement in
commemoration o( XU's 150th anniversary?

YES----

Jennifer Fehrman, Lizanne Gundrum, Kathy McCann, and Terri
Peterson are the four women Pied
Piper staff members for 1981-82.
For the first time in its 11 year
history, Piper will house women
next year.
"People who are used to males
living in the house may find it hard
to accept," stated Gundrum. "I see
our job as a challenge. We will have
traditions to uphold as well as programs to initiate."
The four women plan to keep
existing Piper activities as well as
·making improvements.
"One of our main objectives is to
get more students involved, especially foreign students and commuters,'' explained Peterson. "We
would also like to incorporate
Edgecliff students into the Xavier

community through Piper."
"Manresa will be a good opportunity to get freshmen interested in
Piper,'' commented Fehrman. Better publicity of events and more
Coffeehouses are other plans for
next year.
The four new Piper sta(f members were selected last week from
nine applicants. All were interviewed by Donald Nastold, S.J.,
advisor to Piper, Ed Schmidt, S.J.,
director of Campus Ministry, and
senior Jean Eichhold, a current
Pi"per member. According to
Nastold, all the applicants were
gifted. "The four emerged rather
than won out. There were no
losers."
Four male students will also be a
part of the Piper staff but will not
live at the house. Interviews are currently being held for these positions.

NO----

If so, do you have any suggestions?

Please turn this form into the information desk by Wednesday April 15.

ted the first step, a self study
report, in February, 1980, but when
XU acquired EC, the study had to
be revised.
The last step happens in May
when the Council meets to decide
on accreditation applications. EC
will either be accredited for two,
five, or seven years, or remain a
candidate and have to meet further
standards.
Gerwe said that social work majors at EC will have an advantage
graduating from an accredited university. Since nearly half of the
states require licensing, EC
graduates would be eligible if EC
were accredited.

New Chair .initiated
Xavier University has created a religions to lecture on the common
new chair in inter-religious ecu- religious understanding which theomenical studies - the first of its logians and others have discerned
kind in the United States. In as the essential message of the
commemoration of the institution Hebrew Testament, New Testaof. this position, Dr. Alfred Gott- ment, and Koran. He spoke on
schalk, president of Hebrew Union "What Ecumenism Means to a
College, Jewish Institute of .Reli- Jew." As part of the continuing
gion, delivered the inaugural ad- program, next year six national and
dress. Concurrently, Xavier be- international authorities will give
stwoed an honorary doctorate of lectures at Xavier. In subsequent
law degree to Gottschalk in years, an expert will reside on camacknowledgement of his outstand- pus every other semester.
The address and degree conferral
ing work in his field.
Gottschalk is the first expert . took place yesterday in the Univerrepresentative from several sity Center Theatre.
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CAMPUS COMMENT
Compiled by VINCINE BROWN

ouestlon: Do you think the united states should
be mllltarlly Involved with El Salvador? Why or
Why not.

REY GONZALEZ
Junior, Lolza Valley, Puerto Rico
"Absolute/_;• no/. By sending military aid we are
causing a break-down of popular decision in
Sallladorian politics. We are also giving an excuse for
some leftist countries to send military aid on behalf of .
the guerilla groups. It would not do a11)' good but
make things worse. "

HERNAN ALTIERI
Sophomore, Santa Ana
Guaynabo
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Education professor
to ·witness liftoff
By MARY BETH HOFFMAN
·

News Editor

Dr. Napoleon Bryant, professor
of education, has been invited to attend the liftoff of the U.S. Space
Shuttle on April 10. He was selected
because of his active involvement in
the National Science Teachers
Association.
·
During his four day stay at Cape
Kennedy, Bryant will tour the
Space Center and be briefed before

the liftoff.
Bryant. is enthusiastic about the
trip and sees the opportunity to go
down to the liftoff as serving several purposes. He is delighted to be
representing Xavier and to have the
opportunity to participate "for
professional development," Bryant
said. "The trip wil.1 enrich my
instructional offering, thus Xavier
students will be better served," he
concluded.

Dr. Napolean Bryant

Greek Week_ tradition gears up for fun

Bloque,

"/ think that the U.S. should continue sending
military aid to El Salvador. Communism should not
continue to spread in the South American countries. I ·
do not want another Cuba or another Nicaragua near
my country, which is also part of the United States. ''

CLAIRE BAJCZYK
Sophomore, West Aiiis, Wisconsin
"/can set no legitimate reason for the U.S. to send
military aid to El Salvador's genocidal government.
Mr. Haig's reasons for doing so are unsupported:
there is no evidence that the people of El Salvador have
accepted aid from Communists. As a matter of fact,
from what I have heard they have refused such offers. I
would therefore like to ask Mr. Reagan his reasons
for sending money and personnel to support a government that is so blatantly murdering thousands of its
people. "

Have you bought your arch sup- the dormitories.
ports, Rolaids, and kneepads yet?
A novel feature of Greek Week X
These are some necessities for is Keg Day. The day's activities inGreek Week X which will begin on clude the Keg out of Ice - Keg in
Tuesday, April 21, with the tradi- Water event, the Keg Toss, and the
tional Openi.ng Ceremony, and Keg Line. Dennert Distributing is
close with the annual Sadie donating the kegs to be used in the
Hawkins dance on Saturday, April contests.
25, and the Awards Picnic on SunGreek Week X booklets. conday, April 26.
With the recent demolition of
White Castle. (at the corner of Dana
and Montgomery), the traditional
Student Government will sponsor
"White Castle Stuff" has beeri eliminated from the Greek Week X its final TGIF party, Friday, April
schedule, and replaced with a "top 10, from 9:30 p.m. to I a.m. in the
grill.
secret" Mystery Stuff.
Music will be provided by a band
The Chariot Race has also been
eliminated from the schedule as a made up of members of the rugby
consequence of injuries during this team.
"This is the first time we have
event in past years. The Egg Toss
has been omitted because it is im- ever had a TGIF party in the evenpractical with the new windows in ing," said Jack Donaldson,
member of the planning committee.

TG.IF will rock at night
"In the past they have been in the
afternoon to encourage commuters
to attend. The.parties give everyone
a chance to blow off some steam,
and to let loose after a long week."
· Originally, the idea was developed to enhance commuter-dormie
relationships. The parties got off to
a slow start, but through word of
mouth, attendance has increased.
SG hopes to continue the TGIF
parties next year.

Capra speaks
in lecture series

FERNANDO GAMEZ
Sophomore, Guatemala City
"Yes, I think the U.S. should send military aid to
El Salvador. The economic stability of El Salvador is
weak. Therefore, in. order to maintain an economical
balance, El Salvador depends on U.S. military support and other foreign aid. Unless El Salvador receives
military aid from the United States they are in danger
of a communistic overthrow. Since El Salvador is a
satellite lo the U.S., supplying am1s to the government is like a mutual contract. The U.S. supplies
arms to El Salvador and El Salvador supplies natural
resources to the United States. ''

taining a complete itinerary and
regulations for competition.are expected to be available today.
Organization is the key to success
says the Greek Week Committee.
The committee urges everyone to
get their team together, catch a bit
of spring fever, and go a little bit
wild before exams begin.

Come Visit Our Center
7719 Reading Road
Cincinnati, OH 45237

Educational Center
. TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

· Classes begin last
week in May.

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US.Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: •·223·1712

SEAN LYONS
Senior, North Olmsted, Ohio

Oscar-winning movie director
Frank Capra will speak tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre.
Capra will show excerpts from
three of his films, "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington," ''It's a Wonderful
Life," and "The Nazis Strike"
from the Why We Fight series, a
soldier orientation program produced for use during World War II.
Capra will follow with commentary
on these films and other facets of
today's filmmaking industry.
Other films directed by Capra include the academy award winning
"It Happened One Night," "Meet
John Doe," and "Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town."
Frank Capra's program is sponsored by the O'Brien Seminar and is
open to the public.

"U.S. military involvement in El Salvador, in the
long run, will just continue the instability which that
country is experiencing. The problems in El Salvador
are not rooted in military concerns. Therefore,· a
military ~esponse is not at all appropriate. If involvement is necessary, it should be in the political, social,
and economic spheres because those are the sources of
El Salvadorian crisis. ''

Quality Bond Copies
CHYNYQUY CALIXITE
Senior, .Port-au·Prlnce, Haiti
"The policy of a powerful country such as the
U.S. ought to be one of utilizing their full power and
influence as a stabilizing force in our badly troubled
world. The political unrest which ~xists in most of
Latin America and the Ca"ibbean, is but the symp... tom of deeply-rooted economic and social imbalances
· which have been suppressed for centuries. The U.S.
military involvement in offering no tangible solution to
"'~ the problem itself; on the contrary, such policy will
only aggravate the conflicts and will add undoubtedly
to the escalating death toll.
.
Moreover, it is to my opinion a grave mistake when
. we dismiss this human tragedy now u'!folding in El
Salvador as a mere 'design of blood thirsty communist reactionaries. ' The unrest in that part of the
world is the finest example of a people's national reaction to centuries of oppression and exploitation. Sorry,
the United States is in no position to hinder the forward march of history. "

YOU ICNOW ABOUT THE BDU>S AND DBS
NOW LEAltN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY
· The 1lze of a diamond I• meuured in carat..
But 1lze doe1n't alway• determine quality,
The cut muat be perfect to bring out the lighta
and fire of a diamond. The color muat be white
to capture a rainbow of colora. You can depend
on ua to explain all theae differencea , , •
before you aay "I do" to a diamond.

fi

I

Diamond Bridal Sets
Set shown only $275.

•
D1SCOUNT
TO ALL
A:A~IER

0

STUDENTS

ONLY 4¢
Other services uailable:
• Thesis copying
• Binding
e Photos for:
Applications, Passports,
Resumes
• Film processing

Convenience-Service
KINKO'S COPIES
243 Calhoun
(NEXT TO ARBY'S)

lgf'f'

8-8 daily

crner

605 Race Street
Cincinnati. Ohio

tel: 621·0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOt.JNTS
INVITED

8~

221-5981

Sat. 104

617-C Vine St.
.241-3366

daily

Sat. 104

news
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Students receive honors
By AMY BLY
N1w1 A1porter

Xavier's annual Honors Convocation, scheduled for Monday,
April 13, at I :30 p.m. in the University Center Theatre, will incorporate Edgecliff College for the
first time. Dr. Daniel Geeding, a
professor of management and professional development will be the
featured speaker.
According to Thomas Kennealy,
S.J., associate dean of the college
of arts and sciences, the purpose of
the convocation is "to honor the

l

students who have been awarded
scholarships or prizes from the various departments."
A total of 95 students will receive
their awards at this time. The winners were chosen by individual academic departments. The new
members of Alpha Sigma Nu, the
National Jesuit Honor Society, will
be announced, as well as the new
members of Edgecliff's honor
society.
This year two new awards will be
given for achievement in areas of
art and theatre.

Scholastic All-American Search

New SG senator appointed
By TERRI HAMER
Newa Editor

After deliberating for two and a
half hours, Student Government
named Bob Horner to the Senate
seat vacatecl by newly-elected VicePresident Andy Riffe.
Four students applied for the

position. According to SG President Julius Nagy, the Senate decided the t<>"p two candidates then
debated before making the final
choice. A two-thirds majority vote
is required to ratify the selection of
a senator.
Horner, a sophomore pre-med

student from Columbus, stated his
plans for SG. "Our main goal is
better communication from SG to
students, especially between senators and their assigned wings."
Horner also supports better use of
XU facilities like the library, sports
center, and the Lodge Learning Lab
by extending hours.

Day set for minority rec·ruitment
"will address the need for increased "I am concerned however with the
numbers of professionals in the slowness of its implementation, we
Xavier will host black students
black community."
.
will not see results until fall 1982.
from area high schools today in a
Junior Day is the result of ;i six • Yet, the Plan:- which is also condiJunior Day program sponsored by year Admissions Plan submitted tional upon increased support serAdmissions, and the Office of last year by the Afro-American Stu- vices (counseling and tutoring), wifl
Afro-American Student Devel~ dent Association (AASA). This provide the University with a fine
Plan outlines goals for an annual recruitment device."
opment.
10.211/o increase of black students.
At 8:30 a.m. the students will be
"The program," according to·
"Generally, I'm pleased with the
Beverly Pryor, director of Afro- Plan," commented Rene' Durand, welcomed with speeches by Beverly
American Student Development·,
dean of Admissions and Records, Pryor, Glen Glenn, admissions
counselor, and Tony Brown, president of the AASA. Following a
tour of the campus, the students
will attend two workshops By MARY SPRAUL
era! students asked that the decision "Where are the .funds?" and
News Reporter
"What does the future hold?" The
be reconsidered.
The Department of Modern
"We took the opinion of stu- program will conclude with a lecLanguages decided last week that dents very seriously," said Vega. ture by Dr. Charles Taylor, presiupper division German will con- According to Vega, the presence of dent of Wilberforce University, adtinue to be taught.
the students at the meeting was dressing the role of the AfricanDr. Matias Vega, chairman of "instrumental" in reinstating the American student in the develmodern l:mguages, said that one course.
opment of the black community.
upper division German course will ·
be offered each semester, "provided that the students continue to
show interest."
Earlier this semester the departLet's split
ment intended to discontinue the
and
have a
course. This was followed by a
wave of controversy. Several students of German suspected departmental favoritism toward the
French and Spanish languages and
teachers. They felt that the needs of
the students of German were being
ignored.
At a departmental meeting sev-

The Scholastic All-American Selection Committee is now accepting applications for the 1981 Spring Semester. Students who are active in scholastic organizations and who perform well in class are
asked to join.
The Scholastic All-American is an honor society founded to recognize this country's top undergraduate and graduate students.
Students are selected from over 1,280 schools covering all 50 states.
Members participate in various nationally organized service projects
each year.
Students are selected for consideration based on the extent of their
academic and scholastic performance both in and out of the
classroom. No one factor is weighed heaviest when a new member is
considered. A student's best asset must be his or her "well-roundedness."
Interested students are asked to send a stamped, self-addresed
envelope to "Application," Scholastic All-American, Administrative Offices, P.O. Box 237, Clinton, New York, 13323.
All students are encouraged to submit an application regardless of
their grade point average.

By MARY BETH HOFFMAN
News Editor

German course continued
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By STEVE CAIN
News Columnist
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The U.S. should not provide
support to the .enrreut
government of El Salvador.
I•ro:
About two weeks ap,o an article was print- ReagaTI admim'stration is stubbomf)• trying to
ed ir1 the_ Cincinnati Enquirer reporting of /nevenL ''another Cuba. ''
public opposition to President Reagan's
I understand it as a revolution of the people
stand on El Salvador. It stated that of the against social and economic problems that
mail received in 11'ashington, there are 10 have always existed in El Salvador, and not
people against his policy for every single per- an insurgenCJ' sparked by Marxists, as
son who supports him.
Washington would have us believe.
The millions of dollars in federal aid being
This opposition against U.S. policy is
sent to El Salvador is in support of the junta largely led by one of the main targets qf opwhose crimes <if. torture and violenc.e have pression by the junta: the Roman Catholic
shocked believers in human rights around the Church, itself. They have now been joined by
world. Throughout the U.S., ma~ numerous ProtestaTlt Churches. Even iTI our
Americans are protesting the use of their tax government there is a cry to stop the military
- dollars to back a dictatorship responsible for aid in the form of resolutions in both houses
more than 10, 000 murders. 10, 000 lives in that are steadily gainiTlg momentum.
a nation the size of Massachusetts is no drop
in the bucket. They wouldn't so much oppose
Still, despite the flood of letters, the marchthe aid if it were in the structure of an es in Washington, and the constant pleading
economic reform, but the agrarian reform the by human rights activists across the natioTI,
U.S. first attempted disintegrated after the the ReagaTI administration contiT1ues to stubtwo Americans organizing it were shot.
bor'!ly support the juT1ta, iTI blind neglect of
Then came the military aid, but it was the public opiT1ioT1.
next step that created public unrest: military
Maybe the bloodshed will end someday, or
advisers. If I recall my history correctly, ad- the military aid might cease, but how many
visers to Vietnam were followed by full scalt: more ·lives must be lost in the process?
involvement. Most Americans don't want to
JOE TROMBLAY
go through another Vietnam. However, the
Communications major

Con:
Across the country, concern over the U.S.
role in El Salvador continues to grow. Unfortunately, much of this concern is being
prompted by America's left wing, which
voraciously tries to drum up support by
propagandizing on college campuses, sponsoring semiTlars, and utiliziTlg religious
publications, etc . ...
It is, moreover, a contention of the left
that social revolutions in Central America
will yield longlasting democracies like those
of Western Europe. This is at best questionable. Central American nations are historically incapable of surviving the broadfreedoms and responsibilities Western democracies e,Yoy. El Salvador alone has had 30·
governments since 1932.
One comforting thought, however, it that
many Catholic clergy and laity in El
Salvador do not support the left 's revolution;
albeit they do recognize existing iry'ustices,
they clearly do not believe the left 's alternative, i.e., the creation of a socialist state.
They know what has happened in Cuba and
Nicaragua, whose revolutions transpired in
1959 and 1979 respectively. They do not
want the same for El Salvador.
So what is the U.S. to do? A number ef
Caribbean and Central American states Jamaica, most recently, have freely chosen

against the left in Javor of governments committed to progress toward democratic capitalism. Cuba has adopted tyrannical socialism, become an economic ruin, and subsists
only on funds poured in by the Soviet Union.
Apart from the geopolitical consideration$,
there are the moral reasons for trying to bring
about a ceasefire and pursue conciliations between the government and the masses. It is
essential to bear in mind that not one state
which has unde~gone a self-declared socialist
revolution has ever yet been reformed into a
democracy, tolerated dissent, encouraged individual rights, or experienced a revolution
against its own tyranny. It goes without saying that Jamaica is more worthy' of praise, as
an ideal of political economy, than Cuba or
Nicaragua.
By virtue of the name, El Salvador, which
means the Savior, the ma~ injured and killed
innocents of this so-called fight for liberation,
peace, and justice will have suffered in vain
should a system like that ef Cuba or Nicaragua be formed. Indeed, Jar broader human
and civil rights violations will result. Hence,
it is worth fighting for a . better alternative
than socialism, and it appears morally obligatory to do so.
DOUGLASY.CRAWFORD
Finance major

Mulligan's Stew
l11E TEXT

SHOULD BE
IN LATf:R.

IN IHE
:SEMES1!J2.

It is not often that gun shots arc heard on
campus.
There is ROTC that gets together to drill
and there is the rifle club that gets together to
shoot at targets, but ususally there arc no
tragedies.
One tragic target, however, was Thomas
Jenkins, a freshman in 1972 . .Jenkins was in
the Games Room on a Saturday night in
November, 1972, when three armed men
entered. They carried two handguns and a
.22 caliber rifle. They took $123 and they
shot and killed Jenkins with the rifle. A
Xavier student was murdered.
The increasing use of firearms, especially
handguns, raises equally serious questions
about the safety of American citizens, but
lawmakers do not expect any comprehensive
legislation to combat the problem. A total
ban on handguns is needed, however, and it
is needed now.
Even though Gallup and Harris polls have
indicated consistently over the past 40 years
that a majority of Americans want strict
nationwide handgun control legislation,
Congress will not touch the issue ''primarily
because of the President's vehement stand
against such controls," according to one
congressional aide._
An aide to Representative Thomas Luken
(D-Cincinnati) noted Monday that he expects
any efforts made for gun control to be unsuccessful in the current congressional session.
He declined to indicate Luken's opinion.
That legislation, however, said Assistant
Professor of history John LaRocca, S.J ., "is
not an option - it is a necessity."
'
The National Rifle Association (NRA)
probably would say nuisance instead of
necessity.-NRA has spent millions of dollars
to back up what it says, too. The organization claims that protection to keep and bear
arms is granted by the Second Amendment.
That is wrong, according to LaRocca. He
said the Second Amendment does not grant
citizens the right to bear and keep arms for

But would this ban, this necessity, ever
work? There are 50 million handguns in cir{:Ulation. Some cities and states have asked
citizens to turn their firearms over to authorities in ·a "volunteer recall," but it would be
impossible to collect 50 million handguns. It
would not, however, be impossible to make
the sale of ammunition for handguns illegal,
according to LaRocca. He believes that
would be a most comprehensive move in
combating the abuse of the weapons. He
contrasted American laws with English laws.
"The English established a tradition," he·
said. "Handguns are illegal and police are
unarmed. Americans, on the other hand,
have a habit, which is difficult to break."
According to a Scotland Yarc.J official,
contacted Monday, there were 30 murders
committed with firearms in England last
year. That contrasts with 29 in the U.S. daily
- by handguns alone.
Local legislation can do nothing. The gun
fired in New York to kill Lennon was purchased iri Hawaii. The gun fired in Washington to shoot the President was purchased
in Texas.
National legislation banning the sale of
weapons and their ammunition, and strict
penalties for any use of them can do nothing
but improve the situation.
Such a ban might have made Thomas
Jenkins a graduate of '76, instead of a victim
of '72.
·
The ban will not work instant miracles but
it will be the most constructive effort made to
break our habit, and begin a new tradition of
respect for our ultimate right of citizenship:
to live.

(---Letters to the editor--

1

Edgecliff officers: respond to editorial
To the editor:
We would like to respond to the "Opinion" of April 1. Although Edgecliff College
is indeed now a college of XU, one must not
lose sight of the fact that the STUDENTS of
Edgecliff have grown up with the traditions
. and atmosphere of a small and unique school
with its own identity and purposes and which
had its own student government for many
years.
The change in identity should take place
over a period of time. This-is the purpose of

the formation of the trial-based Edgecliff
Council.
We would like to see this Council represent
the needs of the Edgecliff students throughout this transition. These needs include enhancement of communication and social
relations between the students from both
campuses, and supporting the rights of current Edgecliff students in completing their
planned academic programs.
ANDREA
MARGIE
GRIFFITH
McCULLOUGH
Vice President
President

Food Week successful; thank you
To the editor:
We would like to thank publicly the various departments of Xavier.who helped inake
Food Week '81 possible. We would also like
to thank the faculty who participated.
One of Frances . Moore Lappe's main
points is the need to be involved in local
groups who are trying to addtess the outrage

By Melanie Licking
\ REA Ll'Z.E.
\)O\J
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the sake or keeping and bearing arms. The
purpose of the amendment is to allow citizen
to bear arms for the defense of the c.ountry
instead of having to hire a mercenary army.
The rcs•.dt of that is that we have a citizens'
army, and not a paid professional army,
which can become a political force, as frequently happens in South American countries, LaRocca noted.
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of hunger. Earthbread; XU's food and environment group, is one way to get involved.
The next meeting of Earthbread will be April
8, at 3 p.m. at the Pied Piper.
BETH JORDAN
BEN URMSTON, S.J.
President of Earthbread
Moderator
~
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-updateVegetarian Dinner
. The Rattcrrnann House will serve a vee.ctarian meal 1his cvenine..
The dinner will begin at 5:00 p.m. The c~st of the meal is $1.00. ~
Piper Liturgy Tonight
. The Pied Piper liturgy will begin at 10:00 p.m. tonight. All arc invited to attend.
The Bookstore's Appreciation
The bookstore is having a faculty/staff appreciation day on
Wednesday, April 15, from 11 :30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. There will be
door prizes, and a special bonus drawing, but you must register
before April 15.
Frank Capra Speaks
The O'Brien Seminar presents Frank Capra, who has directed·
such films as It's a Wonder/ul Life and the top Oscar winner It Happened Qne Night. The seminar will take place in the University
.
Center Theatre at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, April 9.
Coffeehouse This Friday
There will be a coffeehouse Friday night at 9:00 p.m. in the basement of the Pied Piper. Tim Jester, Bill LaFayette, and Marina
Zvetina will perform. Bill Modic will be announcer. There is no admission charge and all are welcome.
Young Democratic Convention ·
The Young Democrats will attend a convention on the University
of Cincinnati's campus. Your attendance is very important since
state· offices are to be filled. If interested, contact the vice-chairman
at 745-3428.
The Campus Ministry Presents
Bellarmine Chapel will host the Greg Reynolds' Dance Quintet of
Washington D.C. who will perform a concert of liturgical and
religious dance. The concert for Palm Sunday will be at 3:00 p.m. in
Bellarmine Chapel.
Hawaiian Luau Sunday
The sophomore and freshman classes are sponsoring a Hawaiian
Luau on Brockman court on Sunday, April 12. The main course will
be roast pig for $2.00 and there will also be a band providing
entertainment.
Mass In Spanish
There will be a mass in Spanish every Sunday at the Romero
Center at 4:00 p.m. All are welcome to attend.

---.-.ESQUI
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1 East Kuhlman vlctorlus over 2 West Kuhlman In Xavier's first human backgammon game played on Brockman Court
during a cafeteria picnic.

.Germans -of XU unite!
By CATHY RIESER
News Reporter

Are you a German student, or a
member of the faculty or staff who
has at some point in time taken a
class in German? If not, then
maybe you're descended from German ancestors, or perhaps you just
have a genuine interest in the German culture and language.
If any part of the above
characterizes you, then you have
what it takes to be a member of the

newly formed German club.
0
Paul Rattermann, president of
the club, said, "The German club
will promote Gentian culture and
language by serving as an open
forum for all interested persons."
The modern language department allegedly reported that this
year's upper division course in
German was never given official
consent. Next semester no such upper division course is listed in the
_pre-registration booklet. "The

Wed., April 8

High School Junior Day - Theatre, Univ. Center,
8:00 a.m.
Baseball: Xavier vs. Dayton, 2:00 p.m.
International Students Association - OKI Room,
Univ., Center, 5:00 p.m.
Poetry Reading - Hearth Room, Univ. Center,
· 7:30 p.m.
Marketing Club Meeting - Terrace Room, Univ.
Center, 8:00 p.m.
Thurs., April 9 Montessori Education: Terrace Room, Univ.
Center, 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Shannon's Luncheon: Terrace Room, Univ.
Center, 12:00 p.m.
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-theMoon Marigolds": Corbett Theatre, Edgecliff,
8:00 p.m.
Fri., April 10
Film - "That's Entertainment," Theatre, Univ.
Center, 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Self-Assessment Workshop: Fordham Room,
Univ. Center, 1:30 p.m.
"The Effect of Gamma· Rays on Man-in-theMoon Marigolds": Corbett Theatre, Edgecliff,
8:00 p.m.
TGIF - Grill, Univ. Center, 9:30 p.m.
XUIM Softball Tourney begins.
Golf: Xavier at University of Cincinnati.
Rugby: Xavier vs. Queen City, 1:00 p.m.
Sat., April 11
Admissions Party - Grill, Univ. Center, 8:00
p.m.
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-theMoon Marigolds": Corbett Theatre, Edgecliff,
8:00 p.m.
Sailing Club: Xavier at Ohio State.
Baseball: Xavier at Notre Dame.
Sun., April 12 Tennis: Xavier at Louisville, I :00 p.m.
Piano Concert - Theatre, Univ. Center, 3:00
p.m. There will be a reception following the
concert.
Delta Sigma Pi - OKI Room, Univ. Center, 6:30
p.m.
Phi Alpha Delta Banquet -Terrace Room, Univ.
- Center, 7:30 p.m.
Sailing Club - Xavier at Ohio State.
Mon., April 13 Honors Convocation - Theatre, Univ. Center,
1:30 p.m.
_
Baseball: Xavier vs. Miami University, 2:00 p.m.
Community Orchestra - Theatre, Univ. Center,
7:00 p.m.
Pre-Law Forum - OKI Room, Univ. Center, 8:00
p.m.
Greek Week Planning - OKI Room, Univ.
Center, 3:30 p.m.
Golf - Xavier at Wright State University.
Tues., April 14 Baseball - Xavier at Thomas More, 2:00 p.m.
Accounting Society Meeting - OKI Room, Univ.
Center, 7:00 p.m. ·

..._,

Philosophy Club
knows reality
By MARY SPRAUL
News Reporter

suit the needs of the membership.
Another meeting is planned in the
next two weeks. Look for an ·announcement of this meeting.

club, therefore, will serve to make'
the Department of Modern
Languages aware of the interest in
the German language," Rattermann said, "so as not to have all
upper division courses in German
eradicated in the future."
Judith Schurr, who teaches upper
division German this semester, is
faculty moderator for the club. She
also teaches intermediate courses in
the language and is herself from
Germany. She came to Xavier after
receiving her B.S., M.A., and
Ph.D. from the University of
Cincinnati.
Besides club meetings, Rattermann indicated that they may sponsor some special events: "We'd like
to do something stressing German
heritage." He added that at this
early stage in the club's existence,
nothing is definite yet.
The first meeting is tentatively
scheduled for April 15.

Xavier's Philosophy Society offers students the chance to share
common ideas and experiences with
one another.
"A chance to talk with others informally about their interests" is a
major goal of the Philosophy Society, explained Dr. Paul Colella_, instructor of phiiosophy and the
1980-81 moderator of the society.
The club wants to create a forum
GREEK WEEK is almost here. Start
THE EASTER EGG HUNT for the
for discussion of many areas of in- . forming your team now. Greek Week will
handicapped has been rescheduled for
terest in philosophy. Each student run from April 21 through the 26.
Saturday, April 11 due to rain. The hunt
is encouraged to give an interpretaTHE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT will last from 12-2 p. m. Volunteers are
tion of one philosopher that he or CLUB constitution was ratified Monday needed. Please sign up al the Information
she finds to be of special interest. at the Senate meeting. All interested Desk.
The society is not limited to just students are encouraged to join.
philosophy majors; it is open to
THE AFRO-AMERICAN STUSENA TE also ratified the establish- _
anyone who has an interest in men/ of the XU Cross Country Club. All DENT ASSOC/AT/ON (AASA) prophilosophy.
interested runners should contact Dennis
posal was unanimously passed by Senate.
The society is rufi by students and Moeller for more information. This team
This· proposal, upon Mulligan's ·apis for students. They hold monthly will begin competition this fall.
proval, will enable SC to appoint student
meetings which include discussions,
representatives from the AASA to the AffirAnyone interested in serving on a SC
films or guest ·speakers. Some of committee should contact that committee's
mative Action Committee, and the Comtheir speakers have included chairperson.
munity Relations Advisory Council.
members of the Xavier faculty and
others, such as Lisa Newton ·of
Fairfield University. Following
each meeting there are refreshments
to add to the relaxed atmosphere.
The Philosophy Society is one of
the older organizations on Xavier's
campus. It.was founded in 1941 as
the Philosophy Club. At the time it
was mainly designed for students of
philosophy. Students and faculty
Call Days Evenings & Weekends
gathered together to discuss
philosophies and philosophical
(513) 821-2288
Come Visit Our Center
problems, and a tradition
7719 Reading Road
developed that is still continuing.
Cincinnati, OH 45237
"We are trying to broa'clen the appeal, and revive that Spirit" exElllue1tion11 Center
plained Colella.
GAE Aptitude also available
GAE Psyche also available
TEST PIEPAIATION
-The society actively seeks an enSPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
larged membership. To this end,
For Information About Other Centers In More Than llO Major US Cities & Abroad
senior Henry Kreuzman, president
. of the Society, is currently revising
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FIEE: •·223-1112
the club's constitution to accurately
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Students enchant kiddies
By MARV ROESENER
Entertelnment Reporter
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'Marigolds' blooms into realism
By EVELYN DZURJL(;A
Entert1lnm1nt Reviewer

Under the direction of XU
Graduate Chuck Gugliotta, "The
Effects of Gamma-Rays on Manin-the-Moon Marigolds" is stirring.
Gugliotta's blend of cast and crew,
script and stage is well·
proportioned.
Paui Zindel's Pulitzer Prize winning contemporary tragi-comedy
tells the story of a young girl named
Tillie who attempts to keep her
disintegrating family together. She
has to deal with her alcoholic, divorced mother, her mentally disturbed sister, a competitive school
mate, and an aged, dying boarder.
The five actresses portray their
characters believably. Ann Moore,
as the mother Beatrice, performs
with vigor throughout her
character's many alterations of
moods. A combination of posture,
expression and voice adds life and
credibility to her performance. Annie Fitzpatrick plays the vulnerable
sister Ruth, and carefully presents
the type of· disturbed person that
Ruth is. Marie Kopson portrays
Tillie, who tries to hold the family
together. Tillie's excitement with
life is visible on Kopson's face,
especially during her speeches on

life as she sees it.
.
The supporting performances by
Maria-Rose Youstra as Nanny, and
Theresa Frietsch as Janice Vickery
assist in rounding out the play's
realism. Youstra is in full control of
the elderly Nanny's strained and
restricted movements. Frietsch
handles a difficult monologue
proficiently.
The characters are placed in a
well-executed technical setting. The
contemporary costumes and fine
cosmetic artistry suit the personalities of the characters,
especially in the case of Nanny,
whose make-up reinforced her: appearance of old age.
The lighting evokes a true-to-life
mood through the use of three bare
lightbulbs suspended ·above the
stage. A sunrise effect also adds to
the realism of the set.
·
The sound is well chosen and executed. The musical interludes between scenes are effective and set
the mood. The idea of recording
several of Tillie's speeches
beforehand and then playing them
during the play goes over well and
does not detract from the realism of
the performance.

The crowning achievement in the
graphic nature of this production is
the set itself. The arrangement of
props for . full utilization of the
thrust ·stage allows for the inclusion of a .variety of entrances, exits,
and playing areas.
The set also incorporates a working refrigerator and sink, which are
practical as well as pleasing. Other
props were well positioned and contributed to the play's overall
realism in their attention to detail.
The only problem in the production is one of a technical nature.
The amount of time between scene
changes leaves the audience in the
dark too long. Even though music
is being played, it becomes
monotonous and the possibility of
losing the audience's attention is increased.
From the aspects of direction,
acting and set design, "Marigolds"
is extremely effective. The quality
of the performance clearly shows a
well thought out approach to the
play.
Remaining performances of
"Marigolds" are Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. All performances
begin at 8 p.m. in the Edgecliff
Corbett Theatre. Admission is free
with XU I.D. Shuttle service will be
available.

There are two shows every year
that could be attributed to Xavier
University. They are not held in
either of XU's theatres, and very
few students even hear about them.
Even so, Xavier students and faculty play a big part in both productions. These shows are part of The
Children's Theater of Cincinnati.
Children's Theater is a nonprofit group that began 30 years
ago. The Junior League helped get
it started, and though there are still
Junior League members on the
board of the Children's Theater,
they are no longer directly affiliated
with the group. The shows were
originally performed at the Emery
Theater but they moved to the Taft
Theater about IO years ago to accommodate more people. They now
entertain about. 20,000 fourth,
fifth, and sixth grade children in 10
shows.
Otto Kvapil, artistic director for
the Players, has also been the ar.-

tistic director for Children's
Theater for the past JO years. "The
Children's Theater became related
to · XU through osmosis," said
Kvapil.
Though auditions are open,
Xavier students play a major part
both on and off stage. Kvapil, who
has directed approximately 20
shows, said that 60 to 70 per cent of
the cast for this season's production
of "Le-Po's· Paper Dragon" is
made up of XU/EC students.
"Le-Po's Paper Dragon," to be
performed April 27-May I, is based
on a Chinese legend about a young
boy (Le-Po), his favorite toy, a
paper dragon turned real, and their
adventures in attempting to save
Le-Po's grandmother's house from
the money lenders.
Granted the stories are fairy
tales, but the work is real. Students
miss classes for a week during the
performances and this year that
is the one before exam week. Even
so, they come back year after year,
because they enjoy doing the shows
for children.
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PERSONALS

You're the perfect God's Little Missionary.

Buffalo chips make the best eatin'

Quit Peeking in Brockman's bathrooms!

SOC: Thanks for the wonderful year!

~hris,

Wanted: Somebody to do imitations of a blind pregnant motorboat.
LS: Arc you sorry you can't confirm that n'ow?

I love the way you_put on suntan lotion.

Bev, Happy Early Birthday -VJ B
Mary, What time did you come home?

Happy B-day E.D.!

Cathy, Who is your roommate anyway, Mary or
Mike?

Good night, Liza!

Lori, How many chairs do you have now?

\\'.anted: Reliable babysitter. Must have references.

AP Rich -

. Contact T.H.

It's about time you had fun on a date.
You call that music? Long live the WHO .

CB. Slip sliding away???

Ron, By Crom it better work.

Watch out: there's a moose loose!

Anybody lose any dates recently?

Jenny, Got any ludes?

You better, you better, you bet.

Julius: Salutatcm Tyrannus!

Do you still want a picture of your grandfather? They
should be in by Friday.

Hey Hannon! Does your hair ever move?
Strider and. Ratoon, where are your weapons?
Thanks JB. Hope you had a go0<f time -

d~n't be so ~bnoxious.

RAB

Remember, yo~
tici~~ to~_gen_tle_m_a_n._ _ _ _ _ __

Rob,

I still say it's too dangerous to walk alone!
Some people are so stubborn.
Isn't distance all relative anyway?
Phyllis, is it bigger than a breadbox?

938 Hatch - Mt. Adams
621-3666
Ann Moore (Beatrice) re1treln1 Annie Fitzpatrick (Ruth) during one of her
!•~Ing tentr~ms_. _ ..

The X.U. Oar With

-

.LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
and

''Always Good Food"
til 2:30 AM -

871-9879

POUR HOUSE
3166 Madison Rood-Oakley

Every TUESDAY
The big night with the small .price
on draft beer.

Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri.
3- 7 p.m.
Open Daily ·3-2:30
Mt. Adams easily accessible via I-71 or
straight down the Parkway and· through Eden Park.

d ~ ~ JUu:e 1.96'7

...-----------Sports Features-----------

Time Out
Does athletic talent run in the
Their parents did not force them
family? It would appear so if one into sports, according to Gary.
looks at two families of Xavier ath- "We did it because we wanted to,"
letes. Sibs in sports are found in the
Pep stated.
Massa and Ohe families.
"Athletics are good to get into
The names of Barb, better known because you can see your accomas Pep, and Gary Massa are plishments and see what you've
familiar to any Xavier sports enthu- worked hard for," remarked Gary.
siast. But the family's talent does "Sports teaches discipline and gives
not stop· with these two. Older confidence - which can be used for
brot_her Mark played football for the rest of your life," he added.
Holy Cross and sister Laurie, now
"I like sports because I like to
the Lady Musketeers basketball be active," Pep stated. "I enjoy
coach was a four sport athlete at playing team sports and being with
Quincy College.
a lot of people." She agreed with
No one can deny the athletic what her brother said, adding, "If
ability of either Massa. Pep played you can do sometfling, it makes you
basketball and volleyball for four feel good to see impro_vement..~~-years at Ursuline Academy, and has
played volleyball three years at
Xavier . .
Gary saw action on the baseball
KATHY
field as well as the basketball court
at St. Xavier High School.
MARKS
Gary racked up many honors
during his career, incll!ding many
impressive Muskie awards. This
season he was awarded the Connie
"I like sports at XU because the
Brown Memorial Award for most people here are really good to be
inspirational player, the Captain's around," she continued. Gary
Award, and he joined the agreed completely.
1000-point club. As a junior, he
"The people here make it as good
was co-captain, co-MVP with Dave as it's been - that means students,
Anderson and all-Conference. And faculty, coaches and players. Coach
even at the start of his college Staak made a big difference in my
career Gary was successful, earn- career," he added. Gary explained
ing the honor of having most points that he was recruited by another
scored by a freshman.
coach and had played for two years
Pep says she plans to remain in- under him."' After two years, Staak
volved in athletics through coach- came in and was really fair to me.
ing.
He deserves a lot of credit for my
Gary plans to stay active through success," Gary commented.
golf and tennis. He added,
It is clearly seen how close these
"There's still a slight chance I'd two are when one realizes how
play·pro basketball in Europe," but many interests and ideas they share.
the chance is very slight, according This affinity was even more obto Gary.
vious when Pep remarked, "I could
Pep attributes her success in say that Mooch (Gary's nickname)
athletics to her dedication and was a big reason for my coming
to her parents. "They follow us here." She explained that she
everywhere, eve~ to away games, wanted to stay in Cincinnati to see
and they back us in our ideas," she him play basketball and that Xavier
remarked ..

Sport• Editor

The·Muskies defeated Centre 6-3
Wednesday, boosting their record
to 2-1.
"Over the years, we've always
had close matches with Centre,"
Coach Jim Brockhoff. remarked.
According to Brockhoff the score
was usually 5-4, with neither school
winning every time. "I'm pleased
with the score."
Winners in the singles competition were Paul Hiltz, Martin
Kuhlman, Steve Noll and Steve
Wolf. Bob Dorger and Mike Frank
lost in close matches.

The intramural softball tournament will run this weekend, Friday
through Sunday. Tennis and Badminton tournaments run all this
week.

•••

Co-Rec B·ball Finals
The women led the way as the
7&7's- defeated Preferred Stock
Sunday in the championship game
of the intramural Co-Rec Basketball league, 40-29.
In the first period, Sherry Dix of
the 7&7's took charge quickly, scoring three baskets to help give her
team an 8-2 advantagl! after the
first eight minutes. The Preferred
Stock men fought their way back in
the second period to go into halftime trailing by only two points,
15-13.
In the third period the 7&7
women once again pulled away,
outscoring Prefer-red Stock 7-2.
Sherry Dix fired· in six more points
to finish the game with 12. For the
periods they played, the 7&7
women outscored Preferred Stock
15-4.
In the fourth period, the 7&7
me_n put the game out of reach at
the foul-line, as they continually
"Martin Kuhlman played well capitalized on their one-and-one
and Steve Wolf looks better every opportunities to end the game with
time out," Brockhoff commented. a comfortable 11 point advantage.
Earlier in the afternoon, the Pre"Although Mike Frank lost, he
played a good game. Bob Dorger ferred Stock defeated the Double
played a senior who was a more Dribbles, 26-20, in the semifinal
game to advance to the finals. Pete
experienced player.''
In the doubles competition, the Spoerl and Nancy Dell led the PreKuhlman/Wolf and Frank/Hiltz ferred Stock, scoring 11 and four
points, respectively.
combinations were successful.
Sherry Dix and Steve Pryatel,
"Kuhlman and Wolf are playing
well together," Brockhoff said. who scored eight points in the finals
for the 7&7's, were named MVP's
"That's encouraging."
The XU/Dayton match sched- for the league. Mike Rolfes also has
uled for Sunday was cancelled due a fine game, finishing with IO
to bad weather. The team has a points for the 7&7's, while Pete
break until April 12, when it visits · Spoerl of Preferred Stock scored 20
points in the two games Sunday.
Louisville.

'Racquet-eers' beat Centre
By KATHY MARKS

is a good size for her. "XU is small
enough to have fun on an intercollegiate team," she believes.
"If you don't have fun, it's not
worth it," Gary agreed.
Gary added that it is "pretty
unique" to go to a sriall college
with two sisters (Laurie and Pep),
and said he is glad to be able to do
it.
"It's pretty uncommon to have
this situation," he said.
"Especially when it works out
the way it has," Pep finished.
"We're happy."
Next week: Karen and Greg Ohe.
Information:
745-3209
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name: TOM McPIKE
team: HOCKEY
yr: sophomore
position: right wing
ht: 5-10
wt: 162
hometown: Northbrook, Illinois
"Sports" could be Tom McPike's middle name. He graduated
from Loyola Academy, where he was a four sport athlete. In addition to hockey, Loyola saw him swim and play rugby and soccer. H
looks as though. Tom will continue this involvement in sports here at
XU.
He was a member of the rugby club last year and played again this
season. This year, he was instrumental in organizing the hockey
club.
Tom's father introduced him to hockey in 1969 and Tom has been
playing ever since. His 11 years of experience showed as he ended the
season with 11 goals and nine assists.

B-ballers split twin. bill
By ALAN PARRA
Sports Reporter ·

The Musketeer baseball team
split a doubleheader with Northern
Kentucky last Wednesday, losing
the first game 9-5 and coming back
in the second to record a 5-4 victory.
The Muskies took a 4-1 lead after
one inning in the first game, but
NKU bombed starting pitcher Jim
.Reider to build up a commanding
9-4 lead. Reider gave up nine
earned runs and three homers for
his worst performance of the year,
dropping his record to 5-2. Xavier
scored one more run but NKU's
Mark James went the distance to
bring his record to 4-0 on the season.
In the second game of the twinbill, the two teams went into the
fourth inning with a 2-2 tie. The
Muskies' Mike Thompson came·

through in the clutch as he doubled
in two runs with two outs. Thompson then scored the deciding run on
a single by centerfielder Rusty
Staab to give Xavier a 5-2 lead.
Gary Franke gave up two runs in
the fifth inning but then put down
six straight batters in the sixth and
seventh innings while recording
three strikeouts to give the Muskies
the 5-4 victory.
The Muskies are now 17-6 on the
season. Rusty Staab leads the team
with a .425 average and continues
to improve his record of stolen
bases. now 28 on the season. Freshman John Turner is batting .388
·while John Frey is third on the team
with a .379 average. Gary Franke
continues to lead the pitching staff
with a 4-0 record and a 2. IO ERA.
Xavier meets the University of
Dayton this afternoon at 2 p.m. at
Hayden Field.

Bea cool
•• •purr-k up with

Geriesee Cream Ale ... it's something different!
Genesee Brewing Co .. Rochester. NY
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Skaters set next year's goals Sailors blown away
By JOHN SUMMERS

captain, was the player/coach. "I
McPike also reported that the
think we really need a coach. A coach is trying to schedule games
The hockey club closed out its player/coach sometimes has prob- with other college teams. "We're
premiere season with an 8-3 loss to lems when trying to give construc- expecting to play UC at the end of
league rival, the Dukes. In league tive criticism to other players."
next season. The team is looking
competition, the squad finished
"We have a coach for next for some intercollegiate recognififth in the six-team Tri-County year," McPike announced. ''He tion."
Amateur Hockey Association with played UC hockey when that club
"There's a handful of guys
a 5-10-2 record for the season.
was first starting." According to responsible for keeping this thing
"I'm not disappointed with the McPike, the volunteer is an older going," McPike said. "John Sumseason," sophomore Bill Shea, the league player who offered to coach . mers, the vice president, tried to set
alternate. captain/treasurer, when he "recognized the team's a team up last year but got little
reported. "We all had a good time, potential."
support. Next year, we plan to have
which is the important thing."
Another change will be seen in sponsors and get jerseys. We're
"We had the potential this year tryouts for next year's team and in looking for more support and a sucto win more than we did but there organized team practice sessions. cessful season next year."
were organizational problems and McPike explained that there was a
we never really worked with a full big turnover in players due to lack
squad. There will be changes next of playing. time for some.
"We're thinking of having two
year," Tom McPike: team president, promised.
squads next year, so the players can
For example, sophomore Mike have more ice time," McPike
The XU ruggers beat arch-rival
Costantini, in addition to being co- stated.
UC, 13-10, Saturday in a mud bowl
at Myers Field. XU fullback Mike
Brennan opened the scoring in the
first half with a three point penalty
kick. UC bounced back with a try
and successful conversion kick to
take the lead before the half 6-3.
In the second half, the Xavier
ruggers, with the wind now behind
their backs, dominated the match.
XU back, fohn "Grizzly ·sear"
Chmel, ploughed a path into the try
zone carrying two UC forwards
with him. Brennan added a conversion and Xavier led 9-6. UC struck
back, retaking the lead I0-9. Xavier
then regrouped its forces and kept
up the offensive pressure until back
John Spencer sneaked down the
sideline for the winning score. It
was an especially sweet victory since
UC has won the last two matches
between the clubs. XU's spring
season record now stands at 6-1-1.
The XU "B" squad tied their
Xavier skaters Brian Hill (left) and John Summers (right) move down the
sliding past the opposition.
match with UC 4-4.. Back Tim
Maher scored Xavier's. only try.
Sports Reporter

Ruggers defeat
arch-rival UC

in regatta

~down

south

finishes.
The "B" team of rookie skipper
The sailors finished last of eight Mark Weyer, Simon Balboa, Joel
teams at a regatta held this past Birkmeier, Paul Gagnon, and
weekend at Lake Hartwell in Clem- Caroline Lutz had two third place
son, South Carolina. The intersec- finishes, two fifth place finishes,
tional regatta drew participants· two sixth place finishes, and one
from Milwaukee and Baltimore, as eighth place finish for a total of
well as Cincinnati.
thirty-six points.
The "A" team skipper Beth
Siegal and crew members Paul
Clemson, who sponsored the
Gagnon, Joe Tepas, and Cheryl regatta, won first place, followed
Wake had a total of forty-five by North Carolina State, the
points. This included one fifth Citadel, John Hopkins, Marquette,
place finish, two sixth place Echerd, South Carolina, and the
finishes, and four eighth place Muskies ..
By CAROLINE LtJTZ
Sports Reporter

Skydiving
Did you ever want to JUMP
out of an airplane?
If the answer to that question is YES - call us at... ·

GREENE COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
Monroe 5.iding Rd.
Xenia, Ohio

.

513-37 6-9293
372-6116

·

J

L-------.J~~-~! -~~!-~~"-!~~.:__ ___

DARTS

PAC MAN

DANA GARDENS'
'

.

Featuring Pitchers-~~6 Daily
Wednesday Nile-Upstairs. Draft Specials
Friday Happy Hour 4·7
Jack Daniels-Schnapps-Draft Beer
ASTEROIDS

SPACE INVADERS

GALAXIAN

